
Illex TN 38 Trigon Crank Vibration Bait

Illex

Product number: IL-TN38-TRI

The TN 38 TRIGON is the mini version of the TN-
Trigon series.

25,19 € * 25,19 €

Impressive performance in the water: Illex TN 38 Trigon - The 
master of vibrations

The Illex TN 38 Trigon Crank vibrating lure is a masterpiece of fishing lure technology, specially 
designed for discerning anglers who don't compromise. This mini version of the renowned TN-Trigon series 
is your ideal partner for freshwater fishing when it comes to outwitting perch, zander and other predatory 
fish.

Innovative design for maximum casting distances

With its oversized, teardrop-shaped tungsten weight on the head, the TN 38 Trigon offers exceptional 
casting distances and a fast sink rate - perfect for exploring even the deepest waters. Where conventional 
lures reach their limits, the Trigon unfolds its full strength.

Stable on the bottom, versatile when guiding

Once at the bottom of the water, the Trigon sits securely on its lip and waits for you to bring it into play. 
Whether ultra-slow or aggressive - it adapts to your style. When plucked Over sandy or rocky bottom, it 
spreads the characteristic, strong vibrations of the TN family, which predatory fish find irresistible.

Deep sound magically attracts predators

The classic guide with linear retrieve technique or sawtooth technique allows the Trigon to produce a deep 
sound that attracts perch and zander in particular. A lure that keeps its promises.



The most important features of the Illex TN 38 Trigon

Optimised casting distances thanks to tungsten weight
Fast sinking for deeper water zones
Unique behaviour on the bottom
Strong vibrations for an effective lure action
Versatile guiding techniques possible
Effective for a wide range of predators

Rely on the Illex TN 38 Trigon to revolutionise your fishing experience. With its precise balance, ability to 
perform at deeper depths and reputation for attracting even the fussiest predators, this lure is a must-have in 
any tackle box. See how the Illex TN 38 Trigon increases your fishing success rate and enables you to catch 
fish where other lures fail. Get ready for unforgettable fishing moments - with Illex, the professionals' 
choice!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

